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Many materials are visually opaque because photons traveling within them are predominantly scattered 
rather than absorbed. Some common examples of these highly scattering media include white paint, 
foam, mayonnaise, and human tissue. Indeed, anyone who has held a flashlight up to his or her hand 
will notice some of this light is transmitted, albeit after experiencing many scattering events. Light travels 
through these materials in a process similar to heat diffusion. 

What does it mean to say light transport is diffusive? Consider a simple experiment in which an optical 
fiber is used to inject light into a highly scattering material such as paint or tissue. Microscopically, the 
injected photons experience thousands of elastic scattering events in the media. A few of the photons 
will be absorbed by chromophores and wiLI be lost. The remaining photons travel along pathways that 
resemble a random walk. These individual trajectories are composed of straight-line segments with 
sudden interruptions where the photon propagation direction is randomly changed. The average length 
of the straight-line segments is called the random walk steplength of the traveling photon. By summing 
all trajectories one can compute the photon concentration or photon fluence rate as a function of time 
and position within the media. 

1t is then straightforward to show that the collective migration of photon concentration is described 
by a diffusion equation. In practice one can carry out a variety of measurements to confirm the diffusive 
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nature of light transport. For example, if a short pulse of light is injected into the medium and a second 
optical fiber is used to detect transmitted photons, then, when the transport is diffusive, the most probable 
arrival times for the detected photons will scale with the square of the source-detector separation divided 

by the random walk steplength. 
Diffuse light imaging and spectroscopy aims to investigate tissue physiology millimeters to centimeters 

below the tissue surface.1- 5 The cost of this goal is that we must abandon traditional optical spectroscopies 
and traditional microscopy because traditional methodologies require optically thin samples. In addition, 
light penetration must be large in order to reach tissue located centimeters below the surface. Fortunately, 
a spectral window exists within tissues in the near-infrared from 700 to 900 nm, wherein photon transport 
is dominated by scattering rather than absorption. The absorption of hemoglobin and water is small in 
the near-infrared, but elastic scattering from organelles and other microscopic interfaces is large. These 
are precisely the conditions required for application of the diffusion model. The recognition and wide
spread acceptance that light transport over long distances in tissues is well approximated as a diffusive 
process has propelled the field. Using this physical model it is possible to separate tissue scattering from 
tissue absorption quantitatively, and to incorporate the influence of boundaries, such as the air-tissue 
interface, into the transport theory accurately. The diffusion approximation also provides a tractable 
basis for tomographic approaches to image reconstruction using highly scattered light. Tomographic 
methods were not employed in early transillumination patient studies, and are crucial for recovery of 

information about tissue optical property heterogeneity. 
Even though absorption in the near-infrared is relatively small, the spectra of major tissue chro

mophores, particularly oxy- and deoxyhemoglobin and water, differ significantly in the near-infrared. 
As a result, the diffuse optical methods are sensitive to blood dynamics, blood volume, blood oxygen 
saturation, and water and lipid content of interrogated tissues. Tn addition, one can induce optical contrast 
in tissues with exogenous contrast agents, for example, chemical species that occupy vascular and 
extravascular space and preferentially accumulate in diseased tissue. Together these sensitivities provide 
experimenters with access to a wide spectrum of biophysical problems. The greater blood supply and 
metabolism of tumors compared to surrounding tissues provides target heterogeneity for tissue maps 
based on absorption.6-25 Similar maps can be applied for studies of brain bleeding26-

28 and cerebral oxygen 
dynamics associated with activation by mental and physical stimulation.29

-
41 Other applications of the 

deep tissue methods include the study of mitochondrial diseases,42-44 of muscle function and physiol

ogy,45·46 and of photodynamic therapy.47-5
' 

Biomedical applications for diffusing near-infrared light probes parallel the application of nuclear 
magnetic resonance to tissue study. Generally, the categories of measurement can be termed spectroscopy 
and imaging. Spectroscopy is useful for measurement of time-dependent variations in the absorption 
and scattering of large tissue volumes. For example, brain oximetry (hemoglobin spectroscopy) of the 
frontal, parietal, or occipital regions can reveal reduced brain perfusion caused by head injury. Imaging 
is important when a localized heterogeneity of tissue is involved, for example, an early breast or brain 
tumor, a small amount of bleeding in the brain, or an early aneurysm. Images enable one to identify the 
site of the trauma and differentiate it from background tissue. Imaging is also important because it 
improves the accuracy of a spectroscopic measurement. Typically, spectroscopic methods employ over
simplified assumptions about the scattering media. Imaging relaxes some of these assumptions, usually 
at the cost of a more complex experimental instrument and computation, and ultimately improves the 

fidelity of the gathered optical property information. 
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss functional imaging with diffusing photons. Our emphasis 

will be on imaging rather than spectroscopy, but it will be necessary to briefly review the basics of diffuse 
optical spectroscopy. This chapter is intended as a tutorial about what can be done with diffuse optical 
imaging, how to do it, and how to understand it. We intend to give a tutorial snapshot of the field with 
selected examples, but not a comprehensive review of research in the field. The remainder of this tutorial 
consists of sections on theory, instrumentation, and imaging examples, and a discussion about limitations 
and compromises associated with the technique. 
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21.2 Theory 

21.2.1 Diffusion Approximation 
Many researchers (e.g., References 52 through 56 and others) have shown tl1at the photon fiuence rate, 
<l>(r, 1) (photons/[cm' · sl), obeys the following diffusion equation in highly scattering media: 

(21.1 ) 

cl>(r.1) is proportional 10 the photon number density U(r, t) (photons/cm' ), i.e., <l>(r, t) = vU(r, t), The 
turbid medium is charn.cterized by a speed of light, v, an absorption cocfficicnl µ

11 
{i.e.? Lhe multiplicative 

inverse of the photon absorption length), and a photon diffusion coefficient, D = v/3(µ; + µ,) = v/3(µ:); 
the dependence of D oo µ, is a subicct of recent dcb;ite,"· "~ but the la11er relation follow, in most 
tissues whereinµ;>>µ,. The medium'• redua,l scattering coefficient is defined asµ; = (1-g) µ, and 
represents rhe multiplicative im•erse of the photon random walk steplength, I'. Hereµ, i> the reciprocal 
of the photon scattering length, /, and g = <co.sil> is the ensemble-averaged oosinc of the scattering angle 
8 associated with a rypical single scattering event in the sample; g accounts for the fact that light is more 
rypically scattered in the forward direction, so that many setlltering cvenls are required before the initial 
photon propagation direction is truly randornized. S(r, 1) is an isotropic source term that gives the number 
of phorons emitted at position rand time I per unit volume per unit time. 

The right-hand side of Equation 21.1 rep~nts the rate ofincrcase of photons within a sample volume 
clement. This cate equals the number of photons scattered into the volume clement per unit time from 
its surroundings, minus the number of photons absorbed per unit rime within the volume clemenl, pl,t.< 
the oumber of photons emined per unit time from any sources in rhe volume clement. 

The diffusion equation is based upon the Pi approximation of the lfoear transport equation ... "' h 
is valid when the reduced albedo a: = µ;/(µ.+µ;) is close to unity, i.e., the reduced scattering ooefficient 
is much greater than the absorption coefficient (µ; >>µ,).The near-infrared (NTR) spectral window 
(oommonly called the "therapeutic" window) of biological tissue Lies between the intense visible absorp• 
tion bands of hemoglobin and the NIR absorption b;ind of water. In this window the reduced scattering 
coefficient is often lO to 1000 rimes greater than the absorption coefficient.11 for example, µ;= IO cm~1 

andµ,= 0.03 cm ·• at 800 nm in human breast tissues. Of course tissues are not homogeneous, but they 
can be accurately divided into domains of piecewise homogeneous turbid media, each obeying Equation 
21.1. Measurements arc accomplished using sources and dettctors arranged on the surfaces of or 
embedded within the tissue. Strictly speaking, it is also imporiant for the source-detector separation to 
be of order three photon random walk steps (i.e., 3/') or larger; otherwise the photo11 scattering angles 
will not I>< sufficiently randomited at the point of detection for rigorous application of the diffusion 
appro.ximatjou.n n 

21.2.2 Sources of Diffusing Photons 
Three types of sources are commonly employed in diffusive light measurements (st-e Figure 21.1). 111c 
simplest and easiest method to use is the continuou.s~wave (C\V) device. lo lhiscas.e lhe source amplitude 
is constant, and Lb(' transmitted amplitudi: is measured as a function of source-detector separation or 
wavelength. The seoond method is the pulsed-time or time-resolved technique. lo this scheme a short, 
usually subnanosecond light pulse is launched into the medium, and the temporal point spread function 
of the transmitted pulse is measured. The third method is the intensity moduloted or frequency-domain 
technique. In this case the amplitude of the input source is sinusoidally modulated, producing a diffusive 
wave within the medium. The amplitude and phase of the transmitted diffuse light wave are then 
measured. These methods are related; t..he time-re.soh·ed and frcqucnc:y-domain approaches are Fourier 
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AGUR£ 21.1 rhree ~uw~•dctccmr schemes are gentnJlly e-mploycd in the photon migrotion fidd. On the far left 
we iJJusmate- a 1ypict1I renmsion geometry: (I) cominuous-w,we, called. CW spcctroscop}; (2) ume, ... pul.sed or time
n::.olvcd techmqut (ofte,, called lRS): (3) intemtf)' amplitude modul.ilion. i.e .• oftffi referred l'o a~ the frtqucncy
dom:un mi;:thod. 

1 ransformations of one another, and Lhe CW approach is a special case of the frequency-domain approach 
wherein cl,e modulation frequency is ,.ero. Each of these approaches has strengths and weakne.ses. 

Briefly, the CW scheme i, inexpensive and provides for rapid data collection. Hnwever, bccau~ it 
measures amplitude only, it lack.I the capabilit)' for characterizing simultaneously the absorption and 
scattering of even a homogeneoufi medium from a measuremcnl using only a single source-detector pair. 
The more expensive nme-resolvc-d scheme coUects the full 1emporal point spread function, which is 
e<Juivalcnt lo a frequt"ncy domom mca:.urcmcnt over a wide range o( modulauon frequencies. ln \hjs 
ca.sc-. when the medjum is homogeneous-, ~t,

1 
and ~l: cJ.n be obtntncd simultaneously from a single source• 

<lctcClor ~paraLion. The photon counting, hOh'ever, can be slow and the technique ls often limited by 
shot noise. The frequency domain technique is a compromi~ between CW and time-resolved techniques, 
with rc:,pect 10 cost and speed. It conccnlrntcs all the hght energy into a single modulation frequency. It 
measures amplitude and phase, which ideally enable us to obtain µ, and µ; for a homogeneous medium 
using a single source-de1ector ,cparation. In practice all o( these meLhods benefit significandy from use 
of many source-detector p::nrs and m,my optical wavelengths. ltl this chapter ,,.-e focus on frequency 
domain sources, but the results c:an be applied to time--resolved and C'\\f met.hods. 

2 1.2.3 Diffuse Photon Density Waves in Homogeneous Turbid Media 

Consider• Jii ht source at lhe origin with its intensity sinusoidally modulated at a modulation frequency 
f. e.~., th< source 1erm in Equation 21.1 is S\r,t) = (M.., + M.f"") 6(r), where ro = 2rt /is the angular 
source modulation frequency, M,,( J.fld /\,f-. .m: the source strengths of the DC and AC source components, 
The diffusion equ•tion continues to be valid for light derived from these highly modulated sources as 
long as the modulation frequency ro is significanliy smaUer than the scattering frc,quency vµ',; thal is, 
photons must experience many scattering cvcnt.s during a single modulation period. Photons leaving the 
source and Lraveling along different random walk trajectories witbin the turbid medium will add inco
herently to form a macroscopic scaJ,..r v.•ave of photon concentration or fluence rate. 

The to tnl flul'n«' rJtc consisis of a DC and an AC component, i.e., ¢>.,,.,(r,1) = ct>nc(r ) + 4>..,;(r. t). We 
focus on Lbe AC component <1>.c(r,1) ; <l>(r )..--. The photon Ouence will oscillate at the source of 
modulation frequency ro. Plugging the AC source 1crm into tquation 2l.l we obtain the foUowing 
Helmholtz equation for the oscillating part of the photon Auence: 

(21.2) 

We refer to this disturbance as • diffuse photon density wave (DPDW)."·" The DPDW has wavelike 
propertfrs: for <:xample, refractive,"' diffrae1ive,n and dispersive" behaviors of the DPDW have been 
dc:monstrated. 
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The photon den,ity wave has a simple spherical wave solution for an infinite homogeneous highly 
scanering medium of the form: 

<I> ,c(r,,) = ( vM • )exp{ikr)exp(-iWt). 
41tDr 

(21.3) 

The diffuse photoJl densiry wave wavenumber is complex, k = le, + ik,, and k' = (-vµ, + iro)/D. Tbe 
real and imaginary pans of the wa,•enumbcr are: 

(21.4) 

In Figure 21.2 the measured wave is demonstrated within a tank of homogeneous highly scattering 
lnrralipid. Constam-pha.4-e comours Jre :;.hown in 20° intervals about the source a1 the origin. We see 
that the wave contours are circular and tha1 their radii can be extrapolated back to the source. In the 
inset we exhibit the phase shift and o simple function of the wave amplitude ploned vs. the source
de1ector separation. From 1hc slopes of these lw,ar position-dependent measurements, one can deduce 
1he wavelength of the disturbance, as well as 1he absorption and scattering factors of the homogeneous 
turbid medium via Equations 21.3 and 21.4. 
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RGURl!. 21.2 (A) An .1qu.>rium used for model expenmenb. The aquMium is filled wilh lntr-•Jipid. -a polydispcrse 
emulsion whose absorption and lGltltring coefficients in the NIR rtgion 0,1n be .idju&tcd to appro~imate tho~ or 
tissue. (8) Constant•ph;a.se contours of diffuse- photon-dcnsiry waves in the homogcntous sample of Intra.lipid. The 
sourc.e for lhis metisurcment b a l-mW laser diode operating al 780 nm (Ind modu.Jated at 200 ~ h .. Jmct: Mca.surtd 
phase-shift and a diinen.sionlt'S'$ Oog,m1hm1c) function of the amplitude 8$ a function of source-detector separa1ion. 
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Source 
+ light 

p 

ExtrapolJtc=d ,,<P) 
boundary t• - fl,--60 

0 
,,(Pl 

AGVRE 21.3 Schematic of the cxperimcntaJ 61xr configuration showing the rclath•c positions of surface boundar)' 
(z = 0), extrapolated boundaries, r1(p) and r1(p) as defined in Eqw.tion!'. 21.S, 21.6a, and 21.6b. 

For homogeneous media in more complex gt.-ometries, one can still derive a set of pha..~ and amplitude 
curves as a funccion of source-drttctor stpmtion. The funttion~tl relationships may not be linear, but 
it is still readily possible to derive the average absorption and scattering factors of the underlying media 

by filling to this data. 

21.2.4 Spectroscopy of Homogeneous Turbid Media 

The absorption factor,µ,,. depends on the chromophore concentrations, and their extinction coefficient<. 
The predominant endogenous absorbers in tissues are oxy- and deoxyhemoglobm, and water, The 
scallering factor,µ;, depends on other tissue properties sucb as organelle (e.g., mitochondria) concen
tration and the index of refraction of the background □uids. If the medium is sufficiently homogenous, 
then by measuring the absorption and scattering coefficicnl.'i as a function of ligh1 wavelength, one 
generates a set of simultaneous equations that can be w ived to yield the c-0ncenrrations of the tissue 
chromophores. 

The simplest and most commonly used physical model for tissue spectroscopy treats the sample as • 
semi-infinite medium. In this case the source, and detectors are placed on the "air side" of the !issue 
surface (see, for exnmple, Figure 21.3). Emission and detection take place rhrough optical fibers placed 
flush \\1th the surface. The quantity measured in practice at position t, time r, and along the direction 
n is the radiance integrated over the collection solid angle. Within the diffusion approximation, the 
radiance consists of an isotropic fluence rate (<l>{r,1)) and a directional photon flux (J(r,t)) that is 
proportional to lhe gradient of <I>. 

Diffusion theory for semi-infinite media predicts the rc6ecrivi1y R(p; µ,, µ;) as a function of p, where 
p is the source-detector separation along the sample surface. R(p: µ,, µ; ) is derived from photon flux 
and tluence rate at the boundary'"'" 

(21.5) 

where 

(21.6a) 

and 
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(2 1.6b) 

Herc,µ,= µ,, + µ,', and µ,ff= fJµ,(µ , + µ,')f'". C, and c, are constants that depend on the relative 
refractive index mismatch between the tissue and the detector fiber, and the numerical apcnwe of the 
detection fibers. nie parameter> ,,(p ) are defined in Figure 21.2. Briefly, ,,(p) is the distance from the 
point of contact of the detector 6ber on the tissue surface to the effective source position in the tissue 
located 1111,' directly beneath the source fiber; r,(p ) is the distance between the pomt of contact of the 
dete<:tor fiber and a point located I/µ , + 2z, directly above the source; z, is the extrapo131ed boundary 
length above the surface of the medium. Here rhe ,-direc11on has been taken normal to the tissue surface 
(located at z - 0), so that/, is the directional Aux normal 10 the surface. 

The tissue optical prop,,rties ,11 a fixed wavelength are derh1'd from the measured reflectance by fitting 
with Equation 21.S. Many schemes have been developed to search for the oprimal parameters;"'-" their 
relativt sucn·ss depend<i on the measurement iignal-to-noise ralio and the accuracy of the physical model. 
When cwrything works, one obtains a best estimate of tl,e absorption factor and sc•nering (actor a1 one 
or more optical v.-a,·eleng1hs. We then decompose the absorption coefficient into contributions from 
different tissue chromophorcs) i.e .• 

(2 1.7) 

He.re the sum is O'\"'er the different tissue chromophorcs; ~().) is the extinction coefficient as a function 
of w·c1velength for the ith chromophorc and c, is the concentration of the ith chromophore. The c, are 
unknowns to be reconsiruc1ed from tl1< wavelengt.h-dependen1 absorption factors. Three unknowns 
require measu.remen~ at a minimum of three t')pLicaJ wavelengths (generally more, because tissue scat .. 
tering is also an unknown). 

Oxy- and deoxyhcmoglobin concentra1ions (e.g., c"h<>" '""' respectivdy) along ,v,th water concentra
tion ar(• the most significant tissue absorbers in the NIR. They can be combined to obtain blood volume 
(which is proportional to total hemoglobin concentration ([cHb + cHbO,]) and blood oxygen saturation 
(i.e., (c""'' ,t(c"" + cHl,(1,)1 x 100), which in turn provide useful physiological information. The same 
schemes 11re often extet1ded lo derive information about exogenous agc1'\ts such as pho10dynamic therapy 
(PDT) drugs, indocy-.mine green (ICG), CIC.; in such cases the effect of these other chromophorcs is 
accounted for by adding their contribution to the sum in F,quation 21 .7. 

21.2.5 Imaging in Heterogeneous Media 

21.2.5.1 Briel History 

Tissue is often quite het,-rogcneous, so 1t is natural to contemplate makmg unaiscs with the diffusive 
waves. ·while high spatial re-solunon is desirable (e.g., a frw millimeter.s), resolutions of about J cm are 
useful for many problems. A s,mple example or Lhe utility of imaging JS the early localization of a head 
inJUI')' tha1 causes brain bleeding or hematomas. Tumors are another type of structural anomaly that one 
wants 10 de1cct, localize, Jnd dassify. The diffuse optical meihods probe a variety of properties associated 
with tumor growth: larger blood "olume resulting from a larger number density and volun,e frac1ion of 
blood vessels residing within the tumor; blood deoxygcnation arising from relatively high metabolic 
acth•ity within 1hc 1umor; increased conccmrotion of the intracellular orga1'\elles necessary for the energy 
produc1ion a!>.Sodatcd with rapid growth; and the accumulation of highJy scaltC'ring calcium precipitates. 

1 
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Some of these properties may prove helpful in dassifying tumors as benign or malignant. In the long 
term it should be possible to design contrast agents that respond to specific rumor pro~rties. Other 
types of tissue of interest for functional imaging include the neonata l brain and a variety of animal 
models. For example, physiological studies of hemodynamics in relation to the oxygen demand probe 
important changes in the functional brain, especially during mental acthrity. In Section 21.4 we describe 
current research that investigates many of the clinical issues just outlined. 

Optical characterization of the heterogeneous tissues has been atlempted sinc.e 1929U when the term 
dinplranogmplry was applied to sbadowgraphs of breast tissue. This class of transillumination measure
ment was ren<wed in the early 1980s,..,_.. Even in the region of low tissue absorption, however, the high 

degree of tissue scattering distorted s~ctroscopic information and blurred optic~ images as a result of 
the large distribution of photon pathways through the tissue. Widebeam transillumination proved largely 
inadequat< for clinical use because the two-dimensional "photographic" data were poorly suited for image 
reconstruction. The mathemaLical modeling of light transport in Lissues was not developed sufficiently 
for optical tomography to be readily employed. 

The diffusion approximation now provides a uactable basis for tomographic approaches to image 
reconstruction using highly scattered light. Tomographic methods crucial for rcco,·ery of in formation 
about breast heterogeneities were not employed in the early transillumination patient studies. Several 
approaches have been developed for diffuse optical tomography; these include: backprojcction meth
ods., '•1 diffraction tomography in k-spacc,9&-101 perturbation approaches,m~m, the lhylor series expan
sion approac.b,1ot- 11, grndienL-based iterative techniques,11• elliptic systems method (ESM),11

~·
11

fl and 
Bayesian conditioning. 117 Backprojection methods. borrowed from CT, produce images quickly and use 
few computational resources. However, they lack quantitative information and rely on simple geometries. 

Perturbation approaches baSt'd on Born or Rytov approximations can use analytic forms or iterativt 
techniques based on numerical solutions. The a nalytic forms are relatively fast, but require the use of 
simple boundary conditions and geometries, and generally underestimate the properties of the pertur
bations. The numerical solu1ions are relatively slow and computationally intensive; however, in principle, 
realistic: boundaries present no significant limitations for these methods. 

21.2.5.2 Formulation ol lhc Imaging Problem 

In this s,,ct,on we formulate the imaging problem in the frequency domain. The Starting point of this 
analysis is the time-independent form of the diffusion equation (Equation 21.1), where we have divided 

out all of the t"" dep,mdencies: 

V • D(r )V<!>(r) - ( vµ, (r ) - ,ro)<!>(r) = - vS(r,o>) . (21.8) 

The problem is difficult because the diffusion coefficient and the absorp1ion coefficient var y with spatial 
position. We write D(r) = D, + 6D(r ), and µ,(r ) = µ. + l>µ,,(r ): here D, andµ~ are constant, "background" 
optical properties. The >Ource can have any form, but typically we assume point sources of the form 

AO{ r - r,). 
The goal of diffuse optical imaging is to derive D{r ) and µ,(r) from measuremcnls of <!>(r ) on the 

sample surface. Two common forms are used for <!>(r) in the formulation of the inversion problem. The 
Bom-rype approach writes <!>(r) = <!>,(r) + <!>~(r); traditionally one can view <!>,( r) as the incident wave 
and <!>.(r) as the wave produced by the scattering of this incident wave off th• absorptive and diffusive 
heterogeneities. The Rytov approach writes <l>(r ) = <!>, (r) exp(<l>.(r )I. We will focus on the Born approx
imation for our analysis, and indicate when possible the corresponding Rytov results. 

We ne.x1 substitute D(r ), µ,(r) , and <l>(r) = <l>,(r ) + <!>.(r) into Equation 21.8 to obtain a differen tial 

equation for <!>.(r) with general solution: 

( 21.9) 
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Here r, is the source position) r.., is the detector position, r isa pos.ition within 1he sample. The intc .. -gration 
is over the entire sample volume. G(r.c') is the Green's function associa1cd with Equation 21.8. Exami
nation of Equation 21.9 reveals some of the intrinsic challenges of 1he inverse problem. In a typical 
experiment one measures ct> on the sample surfai::e and then extracts <.f>. on the surface by subtracting 
<I>., from <I>. The problem of deriving 6µ,(r) and 6D(r) from <I> is intrinsicall)' nonlinear because <I> and 
G are nonlinear functions of 6µ,(r ) and 6D( r), 

T/it Uneariud Problem 

The simple., and most direct route to inverting Equation 21.9 s111rts b)' repL,cing <I> by <I>, and G by G~ 
Here <I>, and G., are solutions of the homogeneous version of Equauon 21.8 with D(r) = D.,, and µ.(r ) = 
µ.,. This approximation is good when <1>0 << <!>, and when the perturbations are very small oomp,trcd 
to the background. It is also import.101 1hat we have accurate estimates of D., and µ4'1" tn this case, Equal ion 
21.9 is ro:-adily discretized in Cartesian coordinates and written in the following form: 

NV 

<I>. (r,,r,}= I,(w,,6µ,(r,)+ w,.,6o(r,)). 121.101 
J-1 

Tbe sum is taken over NV volume ekmcnts (i.e •• voxtls) within the sample; tl1e absorption and '\Cattering 
weights are, r<Sp<'ctivcly. w., = G.(r,,r,) d>.(r,,rs) (-,•ax tJ.y tJ,zJD,), and w., = v'G,(r,,r,) · v'<!>,(r,-r,J (ax 
tJ.y tJ.zlD, ). In any practical situation there will be NS sources and ND deiectors, and so there will be up 
to NM = NS x ND measurements of <I> on the sample surface. For the mulrisource-detector problem 
one n.aturally transforms Equation 21.10 into 3 matrlx equation. i.e., 

(Zl.11) 

Here, the index i refers co .source-detector pair, and lhe index j refers 10 position within the sample. 
The perturbation vector f~.(r,), 6D(r;W is 2NV in length, the mea<urement vec1or {<l>.(r,,r,),} is NM 
in length, and the matrix (WI has dimensions NM x (2NV), la the Rytov scheme, the fonnulatioa in 
the weak perturbation limit is almost exactly the same, except that W~, = G,.(r.,.r,) <l>,(r,,r,J(-vtJ.it tJ.y 6z/ 
<1>,(r.,r,) D,), W., = v'G,(r,,r,) • v'<l>,(r,,r,) (tJ.x tJ.y tJ.zi<l>,(r,,r,) D,), and the vector l<l>.(r.,.r,J,I is set equal 
to l ln(<l>(r,1,r,)/ <l>,(r,,r.) ],] rather than l(<l>(r,,r,) - <I>,( r,,r,) ],I. The R}iov ..:heme has some experimental 
advantages becaose it is intrinsically normalized (the Born scheme, however, can be modified w that it 
is normalized in essentially the same way); the major approximation, of the Rytov scheme are a»ociatcd 
with the gradients of <I>, in particular that (v'<l>,)' is small relative 10 the perturbation terms ,n Equation 
21.9. Thu, both Born and Rytov approaches give rise to an inverse problem of the fom1 (WJ {x} = {bl; 
the unknown vector (xi can be determined from this set of linear equations by a number of standard 
mathematical techniques. The numerica) elements in (Wj are often assigned in simple geometries using 
analytic forms of G, and ct>, (e.g .. Equation 2 J .3 and variants), or more generally by numerically solving 
Equation 21.8 and its Grcen·s function analog for <1>

0 
and G~ 

The Nonlinear Problem 
The linear formulation deS<:ribed above works well when perturbations are small and isolated, and when 
the background m<'1ia are relath•ely uniform. However, Equation 2t.9 is intria,;caJly nonlinear because 
ct> and G are also functions of the ,·ariables we are trying to determine by inversion. '!be most broadly 
useful image reconstruction schemes are iterative. These approaches follow similar •lb'Orithms: ( I ) the 
optical properties (µ, and f>) arc initialized; (Z) the forward problem is solved; (3) a chi-squared is 
calculated and convergence is checked; (4) the inverse problem is set up; (5) the inverse problem is soh·ed; 
(6) the optical properties are updated and a return to step I occurs. 

The forward problem ,s defined as calculating the diffuse photon density, <b, (r,r,), for each source 
position r, and is typically found using finite eJemenu or finite difference methods using Equation 21.8. 
l'he boundary conditions are defined as: 
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(21.12) 

R,, is 1hc effective rellectioo coefficient and can be "PP«>ximated by: R,p= -l.440n '+ 0.71011-1 + 0.668 
+ 0.0636n, 11 = 11,,/11,,,, 1he relative index of rcfraclion." The chi-squared (X') is generally defined as: 

(21.13) 

Here NA1 = number of measurements, M = measured, C = calcul:ued, r,; is the ;th detector posjtion, 
and CJ' is the frh measurement error. By comparing X.? to some defined€:, a convergence criterion is defined 
and checked. 

We then need • way of updating the oplical propercies from their previous values. A standard Taylor 
method expands <l>c about ilS assumed optical property distribution, which is a percurbation away from 
another distribution presumed closer to the true value. In particular we set the measured photon density 
wave for each source-de1ec1or pair equal 10 1he calculated photon density wave at 1he corresponding 
sourcc-decector pair plus the first-order Taylor series perturbation expansion terms in µ. and D, i.e., 
<l>.- = <I>, + (o<l>clilµ,)t.µ. + (cl<l'<fclD)t.D. 

The inverse problem is defined from this relationship; 

(21.14) 

Here [JI= [il<IVoµ.,il<l>J ilDJ is called the Jacobian. The Jacobian matrix will have the following entries: 

(21.15a) 

(21.ISb) 

It is illuminating al this point 10 compare Equation 2!.14 with Equation 21.11. The two expressions 
are essentially 1hr same if we associate (J)M with <f>. <llc with <t>,, 6µ11 wilh 6µ.,, 6D v.ith 6D1 and if wt use 
the u-uc Green's function G rather than G"" The same set of substitutions in the Rytov formulation gives 
a Rytov version of the nonlinear inversion scheme. Thus the iterative formulation of the inverse problem 
is based on the same underlying integral relaliomhip ( Equation 21.9), and one readily sees that each step 
of the "nonlinear" iteration process is a lin<ar inverse problem of the form (J) (xi= {bl. 

21.2.5.3 Methods ior Solving the lnvuse Problem 
The inverse problem may be solved using a wide raogc of n,echods (an cxctlknc review of these methods 
was given by Arridge1 "). J'he solution method chosen depends in part on the determination of the implicit 
orexpl,crr Jacobian. For the explicit Jacobian two methods arc commonly employed: the Newton-Raphson 
and the conjugate gradieol techniques. h is also possible to combine these methods with Bat-esian 
conditioning or rcgukuization to improve reconstruction. For 1h,· implicit Jacobian, ihe methods of 
choice are the grndicnt-based iterative technique and ART (algebraic reronstruction technique). 

Th<re are essentially two ways 10 construct the Jacobian, (JI explicitly: direct and adjoint The di..,,ct 
•pproach explicitly take• tlie derivative of the forward problem (Equation 21 .8) with respect to the optical 
properties 10 determine 1he Jacobian. For example, suppose [A] I <l>d = ISi is the forward problem; here 
(Al is the opc-rator on the left side of Equation 21.8 and ISi is the source on the right side of Equalion 21.8. 
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Then the equation [All o<IVoµ.J = loS/ilµ. I [oNoµ.)( <l>d enablcs one lO compute d<l>,✓ilµ. (and a 
similar forw,rd problem enabl...s the computation of cl<l>J oD). "'" Thi5 approach is optimal with finite 
drments; becaus, the numerical formulation lends it.self easily to taking the derivati\•e of IA[ . <l>c, (Al 
and [Aj -• are updated on each iteration. The ad1oint approach solves the forward problem (All <l>cl = 
ISi to determine <I>,, and an adjoint problem IA· j ( GI = IS' I to de term me Creen•s function G(r.,.r ) due 
to a unit source at the detector position.'·" '-"'·'°'·"'·' "' G and <I>, then fix the elements of [JI according 
to Equation 21 .15. Both <I>, and Gare updated at each iteration. The impact of the rwo different approaches 
on convergence and accuracy is not well understood. However, from the compmationaJ perspective, for 
each iteration Lhc direct approach requires 3NS solves per iteration, while the adjoint Born or Rytov 
approach requires NS plus ND solves per iteration. 

The inverse problem, (lJ IAµ,, AD)' = {<I>., - <l>d, which i; also a matrix equation, is significantly 
more costly than chese other subproblems because the Jacobian is a full nonsquare matrix INM x 2NV1. 
However, the inverse problem only needs to bc soh•ed once per iteration cycle. The Jacobian is ill
conditioned and is thus singular or close to singular, which makes 11 difficult to invert directly. Generally, 
the approach to addre<s these ,;sues is twofold. Fir<t, the rnamx ,s made square by multiplying the inverse 
problem by the transpose of the Jacobian, i.e., 

(21.16) 

Unfortunately, by squaring the Jacobian the equation becomes even more ill conditioned. This problem 
is solved by regularization iz t.tll so that the equation becomes 

(2 I. 17) 

Here A is called the regularization parameter and (CJ is the regularizing operator, which is sometimes 
taken Lo be the identity matrix. The ri:guh1riu1ion parametel' generally is ,elated to the measurement 
signal-to-noise. h is a theoretical "knob" that can be adjusted and it wiU affect image quality by intro
ducing a lradc~off bctwc.-rn spatiaJ resolution and contrast.111·12l N'cverthclc-ss, its use converts the inverse 
problem into a readily solvable problem. laµ,. W I I can now be determined using EquaLion 21.17 and 
an)' number of mathematical techniques that solve systems of linear equations. A p.,rticularly useful aad 

common solution scheme- is the conjugate gradient method. 
A qualitali\'ely different scheme du, to Arridge involves the implicit determination of the Jacobian. 

Briefly, this [echmque utilizes 1he Sorn or Rytov approximation for the inverse problem, and has at least 
two known solution methods: gradient-based iterative technique and ART (aJgebraic reconsiruction 
technique), The Jacobian is not calculated; instead an objectiw function (e.g., a chi-square function) is 
defined whose gradient, for example, can be used to derive subsequent search directions ( see the original 
papers, References I 14 and 118, for details.) Note that the implicit formulation is particularly attractive 
for experimental systems that rely on many detectors rather than many sources. 

21.2.5.4 Challenges for Implementation 

The main b3.Tricr for foll thrc.-e·dimc-asional reconstruction is the significant memory and processing 
time it requires. There are three costly steps of 1he algorithms: ( I) solving the forward problem ror each 
source position, (2) determining the Jacobian.and (3 ) solving the inverse problem. The forward problem 
requires the solution of a matrix equation banded in finite difference or sparse in finite elements. The 
solvers in thrtt-dimtnsional rttonstruction are necessarily iterative beca~ direct so}ver.s require very 
large storage space for foll matrices. Subsequently, multiple source positions demand multiple forward 
solves. Determination of the Jacobian requires addittonal matnx equation solutions. For explicit deter• 
m,nacion, the Green's function for each detector position is needed or the vectors il<l>c✓oµ, and cl<l>cli)D 
are needed. 
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FIGURE 2J.4 Schematic of the University of PtilnS)•Jv-anfa algorithm for image reoon/'ttn1ction using paraUeJ com
puting. In the first step each node has its own set of array. and \'ilriables th.at arc initUlli1,ed. The mas1cr must initi.aliu 
the Jacobian .array. the forwil.rd solution \'Cctor arra)', .ind the Grcc:n~s func1ion vtetor amy. In the s«ond step the 
master sends ou1 1hc optical properties.. which (in Ulc tint ileralion) arc just the background values. lo the third 
step, the Wvts citlcu1.Jte the ~olurions to the (orward problem: NS ill.t\'CS art us«I in this step. The solution v«ton 
art then n.-lutncd lo the ma1ter and at 1his poinl the master check\ for com-er~trtct. If convergence has not bee.n 
achkvc<I lhcn the slaves calcuhne the solutiom to the Crttn's function; ND slaves arc used in th.is step. The solution 
vectors art returned to the m.istcr and the Jacobian is d.-ctc.:rmined. Nex1 the master solves the inverse problem, in 
this c:nsc by u$ing a spatially v.ariant rcgulari;,,ed conjugate gradient optimi7.ation method Finally. lhe optka) prop
erties are updated on the mast.er and the algori1hm rcpc,1t5 uotil convergence has b«n achlev~d. 

Consider a system with one frequency - NS sources and ND detectors; assume further that all the 
delec(Ors are used for each sou.rc.e. The number of measurements is NM =- NS x ND. For each iteration 
we require NS forward solves and, de~nding on the Jacobian determmation, either ND Green's function 
or 2NS solves for the vectors il<l>dclµ, and il<l>/c!D (implicit would require NS solves). The final costly 
step of the algorithm is the solution of the inverse problem. However, the inverse problem only needs to 
be solved once per iteration cycle. For many practical problems the calculations take a long time, and 
limited memory is available to store the Jacobian explicitly. An important solution to this large-scale 
computational problem is parallel computing - the c,u:cution of many computations at one time using 
many processors, It bas been u.,ed successfully in areas of medical imaging, such as positron emission 
tomography ( PET),,,..,,. single photon emi,sion computed tomography (SPECT),'"''" computed 
tomography (Cf),"'-"' electrical im~dancc tomography (P.IT),'" and optical sectioning microscopy 
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(OSM).'" It is just beginning Lo catch on in the diffuse optical tomography (DOT) community.''"-"' In 
Figure 21.4, w.: iHuslratc how the problem is parallelized at the Univcrsit y of Pennsylvania. 

2 1.2.6 Diffusion of Light Correlations: Blood Plow 

Thus far our discussion has centered around the determination of tissue absorption and scattering 
properties. Among other things. these measurements provide access to concentrations of ox),genated and 
deoxygenated btmoglobin. Even mott information, however, is unpressed upon Lhe~ diffusing light 
fields. Speckle Aucnmions of the scanered ligbt arc Sensitive to the motions of scatterers such as red 
blood cells. 

The means for using light Auctuations and light frequency shifts ro study motions have appeared with 
numerous names ov~r the years.1-'1---1~ ln most of these experiments the quantity of interest is the electric 
field temporal auroeorrela11on function G1(r,'t) = (E(r.t) E'( r, t + t }) or its Fourier rransform. Here Lhe 
angle brackets (} denote ensemble nveragi:s or averages over nme for most systems of practical interest. 
t is called the correlation time. The field correlation function is explicitly related to the motions of 

s.catterers wiLhin the samples that we study. 
The study of these motions in deep tissues is possible because lhc clccll'ic field 1empoml uuux:orrclation 

function for light tr&vcling in highl)' M:"aUcring media also obey:, a diiTu~ioo equalion. ''1 In •Heady•statc 
(i.e .. to= O) and in homogencnu:-. mcditt. this correlation diffusion equation is quHe simple: 

(21. 18) 

Herek, is the wave\'ector of the photons in the medium and (6r'( t )} is the mean-square displactmeot 
in time t of the scattering particles (e.g., blood cells); it can hove different forms depending on the nature 
of the particle motion and can also l'ary with pomion. S(r) is the source light distribution, and a 
represents the fraction of photon scattering events ln the tissue that occur from moving cdls or particles. 

Notice that, for t -'> 0, (6r'(t)) ➔ 0, and Equation 21 . 18 rtduc<s 10 the steady-state diffosion equation 
for diffuse photon fluence rate (i.e., Equation 21 .8 with w = 0). Notice also that the homogenous version 
of Equation 2 1.18 can be recast as a Helmholr,-like equation for the temporal field autocorrelation 
funaion. G,( r,t), i .e., 

(2 1. 19a) 

(21.19b) 

For an infinite homogenous medjum wiLh a point source :;1t the ongin, this equation wiJI also have the 
weU known spherical-wave solution, 1.e., -lexp!-K(t)r J/D4"rl. 

The mean-square displacement (ar'(tl) = 6D•t for o rganelle, or cells undergoing Brownian motion 
with "particle~· diffusion coefficient D11• For rhe important case of random Oow that can arise in the tissue 
vosculature, (ill"( t)) = (V'}-t1, where (V') is lhe second moment of the cell spc<'<'.I distribution. In lhe latter 
case the correlation function wi11 decay e.xponemially a~ t. 

Multidistance measuremenu of G1(r,t) provide dynamical information about the motions within the 
sample in exactly the ~amc way that diffusive wa,·cs provide infonnation about scattering and absorption 
propcrtic:s. The layout of the.- wurce> :.ind dett·clOrs. is similar to the diffusive \\'.\Ve schemes, but the
correlation measurements are a little inert complt.x.. For the me-.asurc·ments, one needs a special piece of 
equipment called an autocorrela1or, which takes the detector output and use,; the photon arrival times 
to compute G1(r,t) or (more P'<'<'1sely) its light intenJity analog. 

The entire set of formalisms for imaging outlined in Section, 21.2.5.2 and 21.2.5.3 is applicable LO 

diffuse light temporal correlations. The technique is attrnctivc because it cn.1blcs u!; to measure lhe blood 
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flow (i.e., (6.r'(t))} within deep tissues. The ability to measure relative changes concurreotly in blood 
flow, hemoglobin conceniration, and hemoglobin oxygenation within a single instrument makes possible 
a range of cerebral studies in animal models and in inf'ants and neonates (see References 159 through 

161). 

21.2.7 Contrast Agents 
The use of contrast agents in DOT and spectroscopy for disease diagnostics and for probing tissue 
functionality follows established clinical imaging modalities such as magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRl),1"·1M ultrasound,'.,_,,. Jnd x-ray computed tomography (CT).'""'·'" Contrast agent adminis
tration provides for accurate difference images of [he same heterogenous tissue volume under nearly 
identical experimental conditions; this approach often yields superior diagnostic information. Although 
contrast agents most commonly induce changes in absorption, recently fluorescent/phosphorescent 
agents have also been considered as means to increase specificity and sensitivity for tumor detection and 
imaging.77•1 .. '" In addition lo concentration changes, fluorophorc lifetime is sensitive to physiological 
environment, for example, through oxygen quenching or pH. Most contrast agent ,;chemes rely on the 
fact that the exogenous macromolecular structures accumulate preferentially in abnormal tissues. 

21.2.7.1 Fluorescent Contrast Agents 

A chapter in this handbook already rC\'iews contrast agents in photon migration, so we will be very brief. 
(Our discussion follows from References 185 through 187.) Suppose a heterogeneous turbid medium 
with fluorophore distribution N(r) is excited by an excitation diffusive wave. (J>(r,c1) , emitted from r, and 
whose optical wavelength is in the absorption band of the fluorophore. A fluorescent diffuse photon 
density wave, <l>p(r,r,), is produced in the medium, and 

<1>,(r,r, )= J G,(r,r')r(r')<!>{r',r, ),tr (21.20a) 

where 

(21.20b) 

The integration is over the sample volume. Here T(r) isa fluorescence transfer function, which depends 
on the fluorophor< radiauve and total hfe1imes, t . and t respectively, the source modulation frequency 
ro, the fluorophorc extinction coefficient £, the fluorescence quanl\lm yield T\, and the fluorophore 
distribution N(r). In principle, t . and t (and even£ and 11) can also depend on posi1ion. The Green's 
function Gp(r, r') is derived with a diffusion equation (Equation 21.8) for the fluorescent diffuse photon 
density wave at the emission wavelength, i.e., the absorption and scattering coefficients in this diffusion 
equa1ion are defined at the fluorescenl emission wavelength. Equation 21.20 is very similar to the 
equations we inverted in Sections 21.2.S.2 and 21.2.5.3. However, it is deceptively simple because heter
og,neity infom1ation is <mbedded in <I> and Gfl' in addition 10 N and ·r. Nevertheless, it can be inverted 

numerically using similar techniques. 

21.2.7.2 Differential Absorption 

In these measurements optical data are typically obtained before and after administration of lhe absorbing 
optical contrast agent (e.g., the intraveneous adminimation of ICG. In principle, DOT images taken 
btfore and after adminisLration may be reconstructed and subtracted; however, in practice a more robust 
approach derives images of the differential changes due to the extrinsic perturbtion. In the latter case 
experimental measurements use the exact same geometry within a short time of one another, thereby 
minimizing positional and movement errors and instrumemaJ drift. Furthermore. the use of differential 
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measuremeo1s eliminates systematic errors associatrd with the different medium often reqwred to cali
brate operational parameters of the instrument or co provide a baseline measuremcm for independent 
reconstruccions. Finally, the effecc of surface absorbers such as hair- or skin-color variarion is also 
minimir..ed. 

The main analytical difficulrit> of the differential approach arise because the media are inhomoge• 
neous. Thus the total diffuse Light field in the conrrast agent penurbation problem does not separate 
into a homogeneous background field and a scattered field in a straightfon'fard war, Furthermore, the 
average background optical properties. particularly the absorption, can change as a resuh of comra.st 
agen1 administration. 

In the cypical experiment, relative absorpuon changes are much larger than scattering changes and 
one can ignore the relative changes in scattering. Under these drcumstancei the differential signaJ 8<1>. 
can be related to the differential absorption 8µ., via the integral rclation:11'' 

o<l>(r,r,)= J w;(r,r',~)oµ,(r'),tr+C. (21.2 1) 

Here \V/ is a weight function very similar to the functions discussed in Section 21.25.2. C is a 
corr..-ction; it is an integral that depends on source-detector geometry and on the weight function hefore 
and after adminisUation of the contra)t ogent. For many gcomctrk'S (e.g., I.be transmission geometry) 
C is small and can be ignored. In those case-fri we can direct.ly invert Equation 21.21 according to the i.deas 
described in Sections 21.2.5.2 and 21.2.5.3, and thus obtain the differential absorption changes directly 
from difference measurements. 

21.3 Instrumentation 

The basic imaging geometry for diffuse optical tomography consists of a set of distinguishahle point-like 
sources and a set of photodetectors,each covering a ~mall area of <10 mm' on the surface of the medium. 
In general some type of source encoding strategy must be used so that the origin of the tktcctcd signals 
c;in be traced to specific sources. In this way. measurements with differing spatial sensitivities are obtained, 
aad an image can be reconslructed. 

There are three common measurement geomeLries~ ( J) planar transillumination measurements, 
(2) cylindrical measurements, and (3) refteccance measurements. All three are used for breast imagmg 
(transiUuminatioo, 1~ 11•1111 cylindrical, 15 1uu-111J and ref:lcctancc. rni,IJ1 tQJ). The cylindrical and reflectance 
gcommies arc used for unaguigauimal,,,bumau bab)' heads,"·"•'" and limbs on the human body (e.g., 
arm or leg}. The reflectance geometry is used for imaging human adult heads.tw-195 200 

In Section 21.2.2 we idcnlificd three diffuse light excitation schemes: ( I) illumination by subnanosec
ond pulses of light, (2) CW illumination. and (3) radio-frequency {RF) •mplitude-modulated illumina• 
tion. Shon-pulse systems'°'"'" detect the temporal distriburion of photons as they leave the tissue. ·rhc 
shape of the distribution provides information about tissue optical parameters. Although these ,1-.tcrllb 
provide the mo.st information per source-detector pair for characterizing optical properti<'s. their rela
tively poor signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) leads to longer image acquisition times (typically a few minutes 
in systems used to<lay). 

CW syStcms•ts.206--..~ emit light of constant intensity or .-tmplitude. (Sometimes the fmiued intensity 
is amplitude modulated at frequencies less than a few tens of kilohertz.) Detectors measure the amphtude 
of the light transmitted through the tissue. These systems are simple to build and provide fas, image 
rates (presently up to JOO Hz), but their lack of temporal information makes quantitation of ,issue 
absorp1ion and scattering more difficult. In RF systems'.,.,."' the light source intensity is amplitude 
modulated st frequencies of tens to bundreds of megahertz. Information about the absorption and 
scattering properties of tissue is obtained by recording amplitude decay and pba>t shift (delay) of the 
detected signi.\J with respect to the incident wavc.211Ji2 These systems offer the fast image acquisition rate 
of CW systems and cont:.t.in information sufficient for quantitative charttcten.z.ation of absorption and 
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TARU~ 21. l Compari.wn of Rdntive Adv-.mtagc.c; and Disadvantages of Timc•Domain, Frequency· 
Dom.'lin. and Continuou.s-Wa\'C lns1rurncntatio11 

hbtrumcnt,11ion Advantages Disadvo1ntagei _ _:;_ ___________ _:c__ __ _ 

Time-Domain Fu.II t<mpotal impulse: ~sponsc Oiffi(-ult to m.linb'lin 
Qu:an1i13ci,·e f.xpensivc optod«"tronic., 

1-rcqur:ncy~Domain Difnlsivt wnvc phll.SC'.' and amplitude Difficult Rf! clectroniu 
P,urcr than tim~domain 

Connnuous• \'lave 
Lower cost 1han rimr-domam 

F~y tl~1ronics 
Fas1c:-41 
A.xur,m: for differentiaJ mcasur~tcnts 

of optical propenlt$ 

Diffuse ligh1 amplitude only 
Less accurate for cxlinUitC$ n( absolute 
optic31 properties 

s,:anering optical properties. The advantages and disadvantages of the three S)'Stems are outlu1cd in 

Table 21.1. 
In DOT it 1s desirable to make a large number of measurements for image reconstruction in a short 

period of time so that the data are not confounded by physiological or movement artifacts. The balance 
between number of measurements and image acquisition time is dictated by application. CVv systems 
are popular for imaging spatial variauons of absorption changes on timescales of seconds Lo minutes, 
for ex.1mple, imaging muscle2".J'" and brain nc.tivation. I11,;·I~ 1 .. CW systems usually have the besI S~R 
and lend themselves well to several encoding strategies enabling massively parallel measurements. Fur
Lhermore, although CW systems are poor at quantifying static absorption and seattering properties 
uniquely, they excel at quantifying spectroscopic changes in absorption and scattering, particolarly when 
a priorr knowledge of the spectroscopic feature, is available. On the other hand, RF and time-domain 
systems arc popular for imagi,1g stalic optical propertk-s when quantitative accuracy i> required aod when 

data acquisition times of one to several minute:. a.rt: acceptable, 

21.3.1 Source Encoding Strategies 
If cost cs not an issu<, then ,ncreasing the number of parallel detectors or detection systems is a straight
forward approach to increasing the number of measurements per unit time. Often, however, measure
ments with multiple source wavelengths and source positions are desired. In this case an encoding strategy 
enabling the separation of source wavelengths and positions must be employed. The encoding strategies 
currently used in CW systems and applicable to RF systems are switched-source ume-division multiplex
ing (SS-TOM), phase-dwision multiplexing (POM), pulse-modulated Lime-division multiplexing (PM
TDM), frequency-division multiplexing (FDM}, and wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM). SS

TDM and WOM arc applieable to time-domain imaging systems as well. 
For SS-TDM, sources are modulated at the same frequency and cyded through consecutively; the 

detector< synchronously obtain the sour«! signal through their own demodulators. This is the easiest 
system to design and build. Because at any given time only a single source illuminates the sample, 
intcrchannd crosstalk is low, and simple cirruit constntction techniques (point-to-point wiring, Proto• 
boards, etc.) can be used successfully. 

For POM, two sources are modulated with a square-wave at the same frequency, but in phase quadra
ture (i.e., at a 90° phase difftrrnce). Each of the detectors synchronously detects each source through 
two separate demodulators and low-pass fi lters, each of which is "runed" to the in-phase source. Source 
pairs can then be cycled th.rough consecutively. This is an easy system to design and build, but compon,-nt 

layout affects performance, parLicularly interchannel cross!tllk. 
For PM-TDM, M sources are cycled on and off in sequena,, but at a rapid (-kHz) rate. For N detectors. 

each source is synchronously detected through individual demodulators, ,-ach of which is time-gated to 
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one source. This approach has all the benefits or SS-TOM, blll wi1h no 1emporal skew. The sys1em can 
be difficuh 10 design and construct due to the complex intcrdig,tatfon and fo.i switchmg speeds. Because 
only one source operates a1 any one time, the background level is "ery low. 

For FDM, each of the sources is modulated at one of a number of anharmonically related frequencies 
(to minimize the effects of intermodulation dis1or1ion}. For each of ,he detectors, the sources are 
demodulated coherently (srnchmnous detection) or ,ncohcrently (envelope detection). This is the most 
complex system to design and build due w the high potential for interchannel crosst.Jk. The high 
background Oux arising l~cause all sources are on simultaneously raises the shot noise Ooor and can 
saturate photo-detectors. However, because each source is "on" all the time, tbe scheme is more parallel 
than the sequential approaches described pn-viou,ly. 

WDM simply uses bandpass optical filters an front of the photodetectors to distinguisb different 
wavelength sources. This method can be used in combination with any of the encoding strategie.(j 
described earier to distinguish light from different spatial locations. 

21.3.J.l Continuous-Wave Imaging System 

A:; an example of the CW imaging system. we consider one used at the Massachusetts Gentral Hospital
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (MGH-NMR) Center. This system employs the FDM scheme to detect 32 
lasers with 32 detectors (see Figure 21.5). At present, the 32 l.isers are divided into 16 lasers at 690 nm 
and 16 at 830 nm. These 16 laser pairs arc fiber coupled and deliver light to 16 positions on the medium 
to be unaged. The detectors arc avalanche photodiodcs (APDs, Hamamatsu C546-0-0i}. A master clock 
generates the 32 distinct frequencies between 6.4 and 12.6 kHz in approximately 200-Hz steps. These 
frequencies .ire then usc.-d to drive the individual lasers with current st-abifo,,ed square4,;ave modulation. 
Following each APD module is a bandpass filter, cut-on frequCDC)' of -500 Ht to reduce 1/f noise and 
the 60-Hz room light signal, and a cut-off frequency of -16 kHz to reduce the third harmonics of the 
square-wa\'e signals. After the bandpa;s filter is a programmable gain stage to match the signal levels 
with the acquisition le\'el on the analog-to-digital converter within the computer. Each detector is 
digitized at -45 kHz and the indi\'idual source signals are then obtained by use of a digital bandpass 
filter - for example, a discrete Fourier transform or .tn infinite•impulse-response filter. 

Detector Channel ( 1 of 32) 

;;I PHOTO. VARIABLE ANALOGl!HGITAL COMPUTER - BANDPASS ALTER I I [t' ~ l ~D~IT~e~c~ro=R•~~~ ,N~c~o~=~~L_!L~co~N~V~E~ITT~~~JL.--~-

• • • 

FIGURE 21.5 The MGlt•NMR C..,entcr CW im.agins 11y~ttm with 32 IJ~n; and 32 detectors along with a block 
diagram inffi('ating the frtttul!'ncy encod«l ~urces and d.:-ctronic processing sttps from the photodetcctor lO the 
computer memory. 
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FIGURE 21.6 Schematk of the frequency-domain imaging '>~tern developed at Dartmouth College. (From Pogue, 
8.W. cc al., Opt Exprt.ss., l , 39l, 1997. With permission.) 

21.3.1.2 Frequency-Domain imaging System 

A typical frequency-domain imaging system is illustrated in Figure 21.6. Developed at Darlmouth 
CoUege,"' this system modulates the intensity of a l~r diode at 100.000 MHi and couples the light 
sequentially mto different fiber optics (the SS-TDM encoding scheme). Diffusely remitted light is captured 
by detector Abers that are coupled into a single photomultiplier tube ( PMT). The PMT is time-shared 
between the individual detector fibers, so the instrument employs a TOM encoding scheme. A filter wheel 
is positioned before the PMT to pre\'ent saturation of the detector by stronger optical signals coming 
from closer to the source. The pboto·dcctric signal within the PMT is modulated ut 100.001 MHz to 
heterodyne the signal down to I kHz. /be I-kHz signal is acquired by an analog· tO·digital converter, 
from which a computer calculates the relative amplitude and phase of the detected 100-MHz diffuse 
photon density wave. 

21.3.1.3 Tirue-Dom•in Imaging Syste.m 

Figure 21. 7 show, a diagram of the time-domain image system developed at University College London.>•• 
The light source is a subpirosccond pulsed Ti:Sapphirc laser with wa,..,length tunable from approximately 
750 to 850 nm. Laser pulses are fiber coupled and fiber-optic.illy multiplexed between 32 fibers that 
deliver source light to 32 independent positions. Photons exiting the sample are received by 32 large 
diameter detector fibers that relay the light to 32 individual time-correlated single photon counting 
channels. Computer controUed _.,riable optical anenuators en,ure that the detected light intensity does 
not saturate the photodetectors. The arrival time of detected photons is hisiogrammed by a picosecond 
time analyier, which simuluncously produces bhtograms of the measured TPSF for all 32 detector 
channels, Tbe full set ofTPSF, for aU source-detector pairs rc-pr<sents the raw data used for reconstructing 
images. 

21.4 Experimental Diffuse Optical Tomography: Functional 
Breast and Brain Imaging ::._..:::_ _____________ _ 

The imaging systems described previously and others like them ba,•e been used in phantom, animal, and 
human subject studies. In this section we provide a coherem snapshot of these activities. We begin with 
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FIGURE 21.7 Schematic diagram of 1he rimc-domaa.n imaging system. For clari1v, on)v 011e dctcetor fiber bundle 
1s ,;hown. PD • phnto diode; PA - pre~amplificri ATD = an\plitude timing disc~i.minator: CFO = constant fraction 
disc.rimm.-itor; l'TA =- pi<osecond time analyzer. 

a tissue phantom experiment in order to illustrate image rtconstruclion on a controlled sample; the DOT 
reconstructions produce acceptable images by striking a balance b;,1w,..,n image noise, contrast, and 
resolution. Next we review the :ipplicaLion to breast imaging_. with recent clinical results. \Ve describe 
measurements of normal breast optical properties, of mmors based on endogenous contrast, and of 
tumors using exogenous contrast agents to enhanct tumor ab~orption characteristics preferentially. 

Finally. we review the application to functionaJ brain imaging. In this case we show images of blood 
flow, blood volume, ond oxygen saturation change, in a rat stroke model. Then we show images that 
reveal localized variaLions in cerebral hcmodynamic:s due to a sensory stimulation of a rat. Finally, we 
provide an ('Xamplc of functional brain imaging in adult humans with molor-$ensory stimuli. The 
experiments presentt-d are not e.<haustive and do not represent the full range of results from the com• 
munity. Nevertheless, the selected experiments indicate the promise of DO r for in vivo fuocrional imaging. 

21.4.1 Multiple Absorbers in a Slab Phantom 

In this subsection we show how DOT i< able 10 resolve multiple perturbations in the optical properties 
of a highly scattering medium. We also illustrate the trade-off between unagc resolution aod thecontrast
to·ooise ratio, This type of experiment is important because it validate, DO'l techniques in well con
trolled samplts, 

The experimental data were collected using a hybrid CW and RF sy<rem developed at r.he University 
of Pennsylvani•"" " (see Figure 21.8). Laser light is multiplexed to 45 positions (a 9 x 5 array) on one 
side or the slab phantom (i.e., parallel planes, see Figure 21.8). Nine detector fibers arc interspersed within 
the 9 x 5 o.rray to receive a 70 MH, frequency-domain signal, simultaneous!)', from which the amplitude 
and phase is determined bran IQ-homodyne demodulatjon.219 This frequency-domain information was 
used to determine the background optical properlie, of the medium. A 16-bit CCD camera (Roper 
Scientific, NTF, 1340) was positiont'<I 10 image th, (,"W light transmitted through the phantom. The CCD 
camera bad 800 x 1120 pixels, which wcr< binned 24 x 24. The measurements were cropped 10 within 
a radius of 6 cm or the ma,omum transmi11cd signal producing approximately 250 independent mea
surement'i (i.e., a 21 x 13 deteccor array) per source: position. 
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FIGURE 21.8 Pha.ntom geomttry for thr trans1llummation meuurtmcnu. The .array of 9 x S lighl ~urccs h 
indicated in the comprcs.sion platt by Lht black squares. The ) x 3 array of 6-equenC)•..<Jomain photodecectors 
in1enninglcd wi1h the source fiber.; i~ indiQtcd by rhc opt:n circles. A CCD ca.men images the transmission of the
CW light from e.1ch $0Urtc pO$ition individwll)'· A slightly modified version o( this experimental ~)'Sttm was used 
for the d inical mta.~uremcnt.s de.scribed 1n Section 21.4.1, whh 1he CCD canlera rcp)aced b}' a roanning frequency· 
domain phot~tcctor. 

For tht phantom experiment, the breast tank "'"' filkd with an Jnrralipid/ink solution (see Figure 
21.8)"''"' with µ,' = 8 cm-1 and µ, = 0.05 cm-1• In one experiment, two highly absorbing sphere.< (µ, = 
2 cm-• and µ,' ;::; 8 cm-1) were suspended in the lntralipid solution with a 5-cm separation; in another 
experiment many more spheres were suspended in the lntralipid solution. The image reconstructioo 
algorithm was formula1ed using the Rytov approximation to the integral solution of the diffusion equation 
(see Section 21.2.5.2). A finite difference scheme was used 10 solve the forward problem in 1he rectangular 
geometry, and a conjugate gmdient method wa• used to solve the inverse problem. R<egularization was 
used for the inverse problem (see SectJOn 21.2.5.3), and the <ntire scheme was iterative. Convergence 
was consistend)' obtained after 15 iterations. 

An irnage of the two spheres was reconstructed wnh optimal regularization (.see Figure 21.9). The 
three-dimensional image shows that tw0 absorbers are easily resolved. The optimal regularization param
eter was determined by examining the dependence of the regularization parameter on image norm, image 
variance, full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the imaged ·absorber, and measurement rtsidual (see 
Figure 21.10). When tht numerical value of the regularization parameter was increased, the image norm 
and image va.riance decreased, but at lhe expen~ of decreased image resolution (i.e., an increase in 
FWHM of the spheres) and increased measurement residual A plot of the image contrast-to-noise ratio 
vs. the regularization parameter indicates that contrast-to-noist ratio is optimized with a regularization 
parameter that balances image noise and resolution (set arrows in figure 21.10)."' Similar irade-offs 
between image noise and resolution can be expected when imaging animals and human subjects. Culver 
et al."' also demonstrated images o( many (i.e.,> JO) spheres in the same sample volume, thus indicating 
the potential of DOT for reconstructing multiple beterogeoeitits (as opposed to isolated heterogeneities 
in a homogenous background). 
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FIGURE 21.9 Three slices o( the three-dimensional absorption image rcron!iln.tctcd from the phantom data are 
shown. The x-z plane is parallel to the measu.rement plane~ of the phantom. The scale bar indicates the rang-e Qf 
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FIGURE 21. 10 The dependence of objcctm? m('<tlSUre'> of im3ge qu:;1hry on the regulari1 ... 11ion p.uamctcr i~ )hown. 
(A) lncrca~ing the rcgulari1,.ition par.imerer controls tht' trade.off between image noise and rfSOluuon. (8) fncrea\mg 
lhe regulariution parameter al.so increasd the residual of the fit 10 the c:xpenm<'ntaJ d.1.ta. {C) The op1im.1I rcgufar
ization parameter as determined by the maximum lmagc ,ontrast to noi$C ratio corresponds to the points in (A} 
und (B) 1.Ju1t balance image noise ilnd resolution/me.asurc-menl re.sidual (indicated by 1he ;.1.rmws in each figure). 

21.4.2 Breast Imaging 

The use of Ugh1 lo detect tumors in the breast was first proposed by C..utler in 1929," who hoped 10 be 
able 10 distinguish between solid tumors and cysts in the breast by illuminating the breast and shadowing 
the tumors. However, he found ii difficult to produce the necessary Ugh1 intensity without exposing the 
patient's skt.n to extreme heat, while the low resolution of the technique severdy limited its clinical 
applications. ¼'ith the advent of more modern optical source.s and detectors, opucaJ nansillumination 
breast imaging was tried again in the 1970s and 1980s, but was abandoned because of lack of sensitivity 
and specificity.""""" The burst of activity in 1he 1990s can be trac:ed to widespread acceptance of 1he 
diffusion approximation, which provides a tractable basis for tomographic approaches to image recon
struction using highly S<:anered light. Tomographic methods arc crucial for re<:ovcry of information about 
heterogc-ncous breast tissues. 
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Functional, tomography-based diffuse optical breast imaging bas been demonstrated, but further 
understanding and improwments are needed in order for it to become clinically useful Current research 
is focusing on the constrUction of imaging systems with higher resolution and increased quantitative 
accuracy, as well as on the improvement of the algorithms used in image reconstruction. Thus far three 
general patient posilions have been used: ( l) the patient Lies prone on a cot with a breast (or breasL<) in 
a pendant position for imaging;"·'"'-.., (2) the patient sits or stands with a breast held in compression 
similar 10 x-ray manunographr;'o." and (3) the patient lies supine and is imaged with a hand-held probe 
that is moved to different positions on the breast. 11•••" The advantages of one approach ov<r another for 
extraction of optical pro~nies have not been fully explored. 

Current research is also focusing more closely on the physiological information available 10 the 
technique. For example. quantitative hemoglobia images of the female breast showed locali,.ed increases 
in hemoglobin concentrauon that correspondt-d with biopsy-confirmed pathological abnormalities, sug
~•sting that NIRS is capable of characterizing tumors as small as 0.8 ± 0.1 cm." Other investigators have 
focused on the intrinsic ""nsitivity of 1he optical method 10 blood, water, and adipose - the principal 
components of the bre,is1. Many of these researchers arc studying the changes in breast optical properties 
associated with age, exogenous hormone levels, and menopausal status as well as, to a Jess.er exltnt, 

fluctuations in menstru:)I C)-des.1•.m Still other researchers are exploring the use of contrast agentsl).lli.Uo 
and the combination of DOT with other imaging techniques such as MRI and ultrasound. 

1n lhis section \•te briefly review some recent advances in the application of DOT to breast imaging. 
Our first example establishes the ba,eline optical properties of the normal breast; such information 
provides a useful benchmark about the requirements for detection of tumors based on endogenous (and 
<'Xogenous) contrast. Then we describe cxperimen~s that image the endogeneous propenie.s of the breast, 
revealing tumor signals, aad we describe experiments that utilize contrast agents 10 create images with 
improved tumor sensitivity. 

21.4.2. l Endogenous Prope.rtie.s or Normal Breast 

Our group at the University of Pennsylvania has collected optical breast data w11h the subject in a prone 
position, using essenriaUy the ,ame system discussed in Reference 218 (see Figure 21.8). The goal of these 
measurements was 10 e,tablish m-vivo the baseline optical and physiological properties of the normal 
breast. The experimental system employed diode lasers at three wavelengths (750, 786, and 830 nm), 
each modulated at 140 MHz. The source light was delivered 10 the moveable breast-stabilization plate 
through an optical 6b<r. For detection, the CCD camera in Figure 21.8 was not used; instead a fiber
coupled PMT was scanned 10 multiple positions on the breast with the source fiber fixed at the center 
of the tissue and scan region. Prior to coUecting data, the tank surrounding the breast is filled with a 
scattering liquid whose optical properties do.sely approximated the breast tissue. The ampLitude and 
phase of the transmined [)pt)W was measured using a homodyne IQ demodulation scheme."' In 15 
min, 153 measurements (17 x 9) are obtained over an area of IO cm x 7 cm (x.y). 

Measurements were collected on 52 healthy volunteers. The analysis had one new innovative feature: 
the data were lit simultaneously at all three wavelengths and "reconstructed" using spectral responses of 
OX)'· and dcoxyhcmoglobia, and a Mie-bascd model for the wa\'Clcngth dependence of the scattering 
coefficient. This spectroscopicall)' stlf-<onsistcnt approach reduced crosstalk between scattering and 
absorption, overcoming some of the limitations of the homogeneous tissue model often used for char• 
acteriz.ation. The average absorption and scattering coefficients of the normal breast tissue were found 
to be 0.041 ± 0.025 cm·• and 8.5 ± 2.J cm-1, respectively, al 786 om. The mean blood volurne and blood 
oxygen saturation were found to be 34 ± 9 µ,14 and 68 ± 8%, respectively. 

A scatter plot of the blood volume and blood saturation results is shown in Figure 21. 11. We see from 
this plot that the optical method will be sensitive to tumors with large blood volurne and low blood 
saturation (outside the dashed lines); this condition might prevail in many tumors. A weak correlation 
of total hemoglobin concentrarion and scanering with body m•ss index (BMI) wns found (i.e., decreasing 
with increasing BMI), but ao statistically significant correlation ,,.,;th age was observed (20 to 65 years). 
This informa1ion provides insight into the types of incrinsic contrast available to optical breast imaging 
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FIGURE 21. 11 Hemoglobin saturation vs. tow.I hemoglobin concentration~ the dashed lines indicate the ranges for 
normal tissue from the mean and st"lndard deviation of the healthy breast tissue. 

FIGURE 21.12 (A) Patient bed for the optic.al breast imaging S>'S.itm developed at Dartmouth. (B) The 6btr optic 
arr.ay for coupling light to and from 1he pa11en1. The larger black cables are the detedor fiber(. The 6btn arc mounted 
on posu that tran.slate radiall)' for making cont:.1c:1 w11h rhe tlSS.uc. 

and, importantly, indicates the range of values that malignant ,umors must have 10 be dearly distin
guishable from the typical variation of normal br,,.,t tissue. 

21.4.2.2 C linical Optical Images of Breast Lesions 

The optical breast imaging system developed by the group at Dartmouth c< shown in Figure 21.12.'""' 
Jt is a pendant system, similar in many respects to the one at the University of Pennsylvania. but it obtains 
o coronal image of one breast at a lime with a ring or intersJl"rsed 16 source and 16 detector fibers. The 
fiber ring is vertically position,..! by a translation stage to image different planes of interest. The laser 
diodes emit light di 761,785,808, and 826 run, are modulate<l at JOO MHz, and are optically combined 
before being serially multipk~d to each of the 16 source fiber,. The lasers are driven sequentially so that 
the signal at each of the 16 photodetectors distinguishes different wavelengths and positions by time
divi<ion muhipl<>:ing. At each of the 4 w:1velmgths, 256 independent measurements are obtained and 
then processed by a finite element program to recon.iruct absorption and scattering images (as described 
in Pogue et aJ."' and McBride et al.1"1). 

Figure 21.13 <hows optical images for a 73-year-old female volunteer who bad undergone routine 
mammography that demonstrated a 2.5-cm focal density with a larger ~6-cm.diameter area or associated 
architectural distortion. The imaged lesion corresponde<l to a palpable mass; needle biopsy subsequently 
diagnosed the mass as an invasive ductnl carcinoma. The optical irnag<.· was acquired 2 weeks after the 
biopsy and was aligned such that the coronal imaging plane was centered on the paJpable lump. From 
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FIGURE 21.1) Clinical breast images are ,ho-,n of (A) =u«ing power, (8) w111,r (%), (CJ lipids (%), (D) total 
hemoglobin concentration (µ.\1), and (E) htmoglobin oxygen saturation(%). (From M<Bridc, T.O. ct al.,/. Bit:mrtd. 
Op1., 1, n. 2002. With permission.) 

the scattering and 3bsorption information. images were derived of the scatter power, 191n 7 water concen
tration, lipid concentration, total hemoglobin coocentn,tion, and oxygen saturation. A lesion is clearly 
visible in the total hemoglobin image, which shows a threefold contrast-10-background ratio. In com
parison 10 the variation of total hemoglobin concentration observed in normal tissue (Figure 21.l 1), the 
tumor has significantly grea1er 101al hemoglobin conccntTOtion. Struetures in the other physiological 
images do not correspond well to the hemoglobin image; however. sensitivity 10 water and lipid percent
ages is expected 10 be weak because of the chosen wavelengths. The similarity between rhe sca11ering 
power, water, and lipid images suggests that water and lipid images arc susceptible to crosstalk from the 
scattering power image. 

21.4.2.3 Contrast Agents to Enhance Breast Lesion Detection 
Another experiment al the University of Pennsylvania employed a time-domain imaging system in 
transmis::,ion mode to acquire comrast euhanced breast images while simultaneously obtaining magnetic 
resonance images. The time-domain optical imager has been described in detail in R£frrences 13 and 
228. The 1DStrumen1 use, time-correlated single photon counting to measure the TPSF of phorons 
diffusing through the breast tissue. The TPSF is then Pourier transformed lo produce data at multiple 
modulation frequencies, which are then used 10 reconmuct differential absorption images'" of the 
contrast agcnl ICG. The 830-nm pulsed laser source is coupled to 24 source 6bers through a fiber optic 
switch. The dc1ectton collects light from eighr positions simultaneously. Thus images are obtained using 
24 x 8 measurements times the number o( modulation frequencies. All source fibers arc mounted on 
one pla1e forming a 3 x 8 array of fibers spaced by intervals of J .25 cm. The detector fibers are mounted 
on the otl1er plate to form a 2 x 4 array with a 2.5-cm separation. These two plates stabilize the breast 
and also contain the RF coils for the MRl. 'tbc MR studies were performed wid1 a 1.5 T Signa, GE Medical 
Systems imager. 

Figure 21.14 shows the results from a 70-year-old patient with an infiltrating ductal carcinoma about 
J cm in diameter. The pre-gadolinium (Gd) enhanced sagiual MR image slice passing 1hrough tl1e 
carcinoma is shown In Figure 21.14/\ in gray scale. wlule the relative signal increase due to the Gd is 
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FIGURE Zl.14 (Color figure follows p. 28•30,) A dyn,mic MRI and contmst•enh>nccd DOT imogc of• ducial 
carcinoma. (A) A dynamic sagittal MR im,tge .ifitr Gd rontrilll tnhaocernen1 pas.sing through tht ctnter of the 
m:tlignant lesion. (B) The romnal DOT inrn.ge. perpendicular to 1he plane of 1he MRI image in (A), bu1 in chc volume 
of interest indicated in (A) by lhe d.ashtd•l1nt' box. (C) The dp1amic MR coron.t.l 1mage resliced from the s;a.mc 
volume of interes1 and satnl! dimeruion~ as ( B). 

shown in color. A rectangle surrounding the Clrcino,na l1l.dicat~ the sagittal cut of the region of interest 
that was reconstructed in the optical image {shown m Figure 21.148) in the c.oronal plane, and the 
corresponding MR coronal slice shown in Figure 21 .J4C. A strong opticaJ contrast~induced absorption 
increase .is seen in the upper right of the optical image, congruent with the position of the carcinoma 
revealed in the coronal MR image. Another lesion is revealed in the left of the optical image, congruent 
with the Gd enhancrmcnt observed in the MR image, but with a different size and ,hap.,. The differences 
an size and shape can be explained by the low sp,11ial resolution of this ,mplementarion of DOT and the 
choS<:n threshold Jevd for displaying the images. Similar results were seen in other pauent, with malignant 
and benign lesions. A summary of tissue ICG absorption enhancement seen in a group of patients is 
shown in Figure 21.15. This summary suggests that m111igna.nt lesion) enhance absorption more than 
benign lesions by a factor or two, and more than normal tissue by• factor of three to four. 
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Tissue type 

PTGURF. 21.15 The ICG-induc-ecl absorption enhancement in healthy ti.sSt.1e- and benign and malignanl lesions 
comp.artd wi1h the nontnhanctd absorp11on coefficient of normal health)' tis.sue. 
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21.4.3 Diffuse Optical Imaging of Brain Function 
DOT of the brain affords continuous, 111 v1YO deep tissue"'i" me'1Surements of cerebral o,cyhemoglobin 
(HbO), deox:yhemoglobin (Hb), total hemoglobin (HbT ~ HbO + Hb), and even blood 0ow.1"•»-m It 
is therefore a potentially new and important noninvasive ,cc:hnique for bedside monitoring. For example.., 
optical specrroscopy can provide crucial ioforma1ion about cerebral hemodynamics and oxygenation 
during acute and chronic brain conditions, and optic.ii imaging enables the detection of brain ischemia, 
necrosis, and hemorrhage."= Knowledge of the most appropriate optical parameters to use clinically, 
and how they rdlec1 the palhophysiology of such conditions, is still evolving. It is unlikely that DOT wW 
achieve the ana1ornical resolution of CT or MRI, but i1s noninvasive namre, low cost, and capability 10 

obtain continuous, real-time information on cerebral hemodynamics and oxygenation under various 
physiological and palhopbys,ologic,il condi1ions constitute a major advaniage over other techniques. 

Knowledge about how optical parameters reflect tissue pathopbysiology is still evolving, but it is clear 
that application areas for DOT are associated with stroke, brain trauma, and the basic science of brain 
activation. \Ve elaborate briefly on each of these target areas next. 

Diffuse optical 1omography offers an attractive ahernative for diagnosing and monitoring internal 
bleeding and ischemic stroke when CT and MRI are not available. There are several possible optical signal 
indications of stroke. Using a bolus of intravascular contrast agem, it is possible to monitor mean cortical 
transit times; traruit ti.mt changes there caa reveal flow variations associated with ischemic stroke. 
Quantitative differential spectroscopy can indicate alrerations in hemoglobin saruration in affected tissue 
due 10 reduced perfusion or modul,ted metabolic demand. Bleeding stroke can also be detected spec
troscopically, in this case via a large blood volume increase. Scattering contrasts are also possible. Edema 
and swelling may provide heterogeneities in images of tissue scattering. 

The feasibility of near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) to detect brain hemorrhage in patients with head 
trauma has been demonstrated." Studies thal compare primitive diffuse optical measurements of brain 
hemalomas wi1h CT images clearly demonstrate a correlation between the optical signal and hematoma 
loca1ion.••-1ws These correlation studies have shown that subcortical hemorrhages as deep as 3 cm 
beneath the cortical surface and a\ smalJ as 5 mm in diameter can be detected. Furthermore, the different 
classes of hemorrhages give characteristically differen1 signals. These pilol NIRS results are promising, 
but they are based on simple relative NIRS measures. Quantitative images of hemoglobin saturalion and 
fast hen1odynamics wW provide gn-al 1mprovemen1 in available diagnostic information over the data 
involved in these pilot studies. A means to detect early hemorrhage in at-risk patients- i.e., 1hose treaied 
wilh thnambolysis or amicoagulanL~ - would have tremendous value. In addition, swelling and edema 
may be decccc.able through alterations in the scattering coefficient of the tissue. 

Berond the clinical uses described previously, DOT is experiencing widespread application in func
tionaJ brain imaging. Since the first demonstr.uions of noninvasin optical measures of brain func.don/'-H 
s1udies have been performed on aduh humans using visual,'2 aud.itory,13 and somatosensory stimuli..),& 
In addition, a number of s1udits have investigated the: mowr systeru.Js-J' Other areas of scientific inves
tigation have included language," higher cogniti.-e function, and functional studies of patienl popula
tions."" Following in the footsteps of functional MRI,'"·"' DOT is likely to play an important role in 
increasing our knowledge of brain activity associated wilh various stimulation paradigms, as wtU as our 
undcrsianding of cerebral physiology, particL1larly the coupling betw<"<:n neuronal activity and the asso
ciated metabolic and vascular response. Interestingly, optical imaging is potentially the only neuroimaging 
modality that can measure the hemodynarnic (see rcfcreoces above) and metabolic respo~"' asso
ciated with neuronal actlviry, and measure neurona) activity directlr,1◄1-1◄1 

In lhc remainder of this section we describe three recent experiments. The first expe.riments measure 
flow. hemoglobin sarurarion, and hemoglobin concentration in a rat during stroke; this combination of 
parameters ultimately makes pos.sible the assigment of oxygen metabolism changes to specific tissue 
volumes. The second and third sets of experiments image functional activation in the ra1 and in humans, 
with high spatial and temporal resolution. 
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2 1.4.3.1 Flo w and Blood Oxygen Saturation Images of Rat Stroke 

Experimenters at the University of Pennsylvania have used DOT to examine the spatial-temporal evo
lution of focal ischemia in a rat modelY11 Their measurements probe through the iuwct rat skull and 
combine -static'" diffust photon densily w·Jve mrasurements o( Hb and HbO conc.cn1ra1ions wiLh 
"dynamic" diffuse correlation flowmetry (see Section 21.2.6). Their resuhs are the first application of 
DOT correlation flowmetry to experimental stroke models. 

Figure 21.16A shows the rrc stain of the infarct region of a focal ischcmia mduced in t:hc rah by 
intraluminal suture occlusion of the middle cerebral artery. After 60 min of occlusion the suture was 
retracted for rep;,rfusion. The animals recovered and. a, 24 h after occlusion. were sacrificed for TTC 
staining. Differential images of the concentrations were reconstructed in a slice at a depth of 2 mm below 
the skull surface, extending 5 mm either side of mid.line and from 2 mm anterior of brcgma lO 8 mm 
posterior of brcgma. The hemoglobin and flow images wer< obtained using the linear R)'lov approach 
described m Sections 21.2.5.2 and 21.2.5.3. 

figure 21.168 shows image slices of ro1al hemoglobin concentration ((HbT}), blood oxygen saturation 
StO,, and relative changes in cerebral blood flow (rCBF) reconstructed with DOT. Note t:hat the meas
urements cover the predominantly penumbral tissue and an equivalent tissue volume on the contral...1rernl 
side. Image stacks were reconstructed from measurements averaged over five a.nima)s. lmages are shown 
for rime points representing baseline (-8 min), occlusion ( +30 min), and re perfusion ( +80 min). Regions 
of interest (ROts) were dclilled for t:he contralateral and ipsilateral sides, consisting of 4 x 8 mm areas 
ce.ntered in the respecti,•e half of each image; the time traces for I HbJ, StO,, and (rCBF) in these regions 
are plo11cd in Figure 21.16C. Occlusion and saturation decreas,,d by about 40% from haselme in the 
affected hemisphere. The numbers for 0ow arc in reasonable agreement with near-surface laser Doppler 
measurements of penumbra! tissues. The cerebral blood volume, on the ot:her hand, showed much smaller 
percenlage changes during occlusion. 

These images demonstrate the feasibiliry of continuously imaging an integrated set of hemodynamic 
parameters through the rime course of ischemia and reperfusion in experimental focal ischemin modcb. 
The combined m,asuremtnlS also offer the possibility to makr quantitative map.!, of differential OX'ygen 
inetabohsm. A simplified model for oxygen metabolism relates two of the measurements made. If we 
assume that the product of the blood perfusion rate with the difference in oxyhemoglobin concentrahOn 
between the artery perfusing the tissue and the vein draining the tissue equals t:hc oxygen consumpuon 
rate, then the measured changes enable us to construct a map or local "-ariations in cerebral oxygen 
metabolism in deep tissues.197 This exciting prospect further enhances the attracti-vcm.'Ss of the diffuse 
optical method. 

21.4.3.2 Activation Imaging of Brain Function in a Rat Model 

In this section we describe applications 10 functional activauon of t:he rat brain. By using class,cal 
functional stimul;,tion paradigms, these studies provide an opporlunity to evaluate the imaging capabil
ities of diffuse optical tomography through comparisons with exposed cortex and !MRI studies. 

These studies employed the CW S)>slem developed at the MGH-NMR center (see S,-ction 21.3.1.l). 
Tbe dual wavelength source, were positioned on a 3 x 3 grid i11tcrspcrsed within the 4 x 4 grid of 
detectors. In accordance with standard procedures med in exposed cortex studies of functional activation, 
the baselin, hemoglobin concentrations were assumed - i.e .. [HbJ = (llbO) = 50 µM."' Absorption 
coefficients were calculated using publishc-d spectra. The 1<auering coefficient was assumed 10 be ,qual 
10 10.0cm-•. 

The experiments were performed on adult male Sprague-Dawley rats weighing 300 to HS g. The rats 
were fasted overnight before measurements. The animals were anesthetized (Halot:hane l to 1.5%, N,O 
70%, 0 2 30%) and catheters were placed into a femoral artery 10 monitor the arterial blood pressure 
and into a femoral vein for drug delivery. The animals were tcacbootomiud, mechanically ventilated, 
and fixed on a sterootaxic frame. The probe was t:htn placed symmetrically about midlinc. ll cov<red a 
region from 2 mm anterior to 6 mm posterior of che rhina1 fissure. After lht surgica1 prU<'OOures-, 
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FIGURE 2l.l6 (A) liC staining of infurct arc.a; rect.'lngle mdicatcs slice position or DOT image reconstruction, 
(8-C) JJiff use optical tomography images of total hcmogJobin concentr.arioni. tissue nvcragM hemoglobin saturatio11, 
,nd n:lauve cerebral blood tlow (rCHF}. A middle cerebral artery occlusion wa.~ performed during t.he time from 
r-=- - 5 min to t - 0. The sutun- w..s retracted. at r -=- 60 min re$uh.iug in reperfusion. (8) hnilge-s at baseline., during 
occlusion (+ 30 min> and +80 min. The spa1i.U dimensions are gl\··en in miHlme-tcrs. The scalt bar& indicate tht
conccntra1ion of hemoglobin, the pcrcenl oxJscn s.aturation, and the rebtr.·c blood flow change where l is no change 
and IA i~ ,1; 40% change. (C) The time traces for ipril.atef#J 11nd contral,ucral ROls. 
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FIGUR£ 21.17 (A) Photograph of the DOT fibcn on the rnt scalp. (6) DOT images o( oxy- and dcoxybemoglobin 
ronccn1rations during functK>nal activation of the somatOSCtl$Ory oortex. The oxybcmoglobin (HbO) images exhibit 
a concentration increa.'oc. The dooxyhem.oglobin (HbR) images exhibit a concentration decrease. Images art shown 
for left• and right-forepaw nimul~tion, the acthiation $bowing up on the contr3lateral sidt. (C) Time-course of the 
hemoglobin concentration changes in the region of imeres1 defined by the significanl fcxal conccntr.1tion change 
Sten in (8). 

Halorhane was discontinued, and anesthesfa was maintained with a SO mg/kg intravenous bolus of 
a -cbloralose followed by continuous intrawnous infusion at 40 mg/kg/br. 

Electrical forepaw stimulation was performed using two subdermal needle electrodes inserted into the 
dorsal forepaw. The stimulus pattern was relayed to an isolated, pulsed current supply to provide 300 µ, 
constant current pulses at programmed times. The current was main tamed at 1.0 mA. A 3 Hz, 6•s stimulus 
was provided with 5-4-s intl'CStimuJus interval. The measurements were then awuaged over 42 stimuJus 
intervals. The final averaged tm,poml data stack was reconstructed frame by frame using the methods 
described in Se<:tions 21.2.5.1 and 21.2.53. Each slice WJS reconsuucted at a depth of 2 mm from the 
skullsurface extending 5 mm either side of midline, and from 2 mm anteriorofbregma to 8 mm posterior 
of bregma. The absorption image stacks were then convened to oxy- and deoxyhemoglobin image stacks. 

The series of DOT [HbJ and (HbOJ images show focal activation conualateral to the stimulated 
forcpaw. The images are frames taken every 5 s. The time traces were extracted for a 3 x 3 mm area 
centered at maximal activation (see Figure 21.17). The oscillations seen after stimulus are similar ro 
vasomotion signals seen by optical studies in exposed cortex."" 

21.4.3.3 Images of Brain Functfoo in Humans 

The same MGH CW imaging system described in Section 21.3.2.l was used co study 15 subjects during 
finger rapping, finger lllctile stimulation, and median nerve electrical stimulation. The finger tapping 
and finger tactile protocols consisted of series of 10 stimulation/rest sequences for each hand (i.e., 20-s 
stimulation and 20-s rest), wherein the stimulation occurs at a frequency of -4 to 5 Hz (the stimulus 
frequency of each subject was adjusted so as to be anharmonic with the heart rate). The median nerve 
elecuical stimulation protocol consisted of a series of 18 stimulation/rest sequences (i.e., I 0-s stimulation 
and 20-s rest) with stimulus intensity slightly above the motor threshold (i.e .• using rectangular elce1rical 
pulses, current peak: <IO mA, duration: 0.2 m,, repetition rate: 4 to 5 Hz). Motion sensors were used 
on the fingers of the subjects to synchroniu the stimuli with the optical signals recorded on the head. 

The optical data were band-pass filtered between 0.02 to 0.50 Hz to correct for slow drifts and to 
reduce the - I-Hz arterial pulsation amplitude. FinaUy, the multiple stimulation s,quences were block 
averaged to achieve better statistics. This resulted in a time series of the measured signal intensity for 
each sour«-detecto.r pair. Source-detector pairs near a region of brain activation showed changes similar 
to those seen in a rat as shown in Figure 21.18, while the other source-detector pairs showed little signal 
variation. Absorption images at the different wave1englhs were converted into images of changes in oxy
and deoxyhemoglobin concentrations. 
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FtGVRE 21.18 G«iinetrica.l arr,mgemtnt of :,,0urcc .ind detector tiben. on the hc-.id. 

The hemodynamic response to stimulation was alwaY5 visible in the optical data. During the finger 
tapping experiment, the oxy· and deoxyhm1oglobin concentration variations ,..,re not sharply localized. 
This is probably ~cause of a sys,cmic elevation in blood volume, presumably resulting from a corre• 
sponding heart rate incrt'J.Se. During finger tactile stimulation, oxyhemoglobin increases were two to three 
times smaller thao during finger tapping; also, oxy- and deoxyhemoglobin were sharply localized. During 
electrical stimulation, 1he hemoglobin changes were sharply localized and had a magnitude comparable 
with finger tactile stimulation. ln the latter experiments a peculiar feature of ipsilateral decrease in blood 
volume was observed during the stimulation period (sec Figure 21.19). Rr contrast, magnetoencepha
olography (MEG) and fonctional magnetic resonance imag.ing (fM.RJ) ,rudies durmg median nerve 
stimulation h.,:ivc shown an acuvation of only the contralateral prunary sensor)'-mOtor corte.t:.»1.w A 
deactivation of the 1psila1er•I primary "'nsory-motor corlcx has b,.-.,n obsm•ed in previous !MRI exper
iments during finger tapping;"' these optical results ,uggesl thal a similar decrease in blood flow occurs 

in rhe ipsilateral cort~X during electrical somatoseosory s1imulalion. 
In sun,mary, DOT offers ao exciting new method for studying human brain function, and should play 

an important role in 1he brain <ciences when other imaging modalities (e.g., fMlU, EEG, MF.G) are not 
attractive because of cost, sensitivity 10 morion artifacts. or confinemt•nt of the research subject. 

21.5 Fundamental and Practical Issues: Problems and Solutions 

In this ftnal section we touch on some of the fundamental and practical difficulties associated with DOT. 
In particular. we discuss the fundamental limits of detection, characterization, and resolution. we discuss 
practical problems of source-detector calibration, and we briefly outline some of the ways researchers 
are overcoming these barriers. 

21.5. l Detection, Localization, Characterization, and Resolution Limits 

The detection limils of DOT are set by the smallest sigaal perturbation that can be de1ected above the 
noise level. The spatial localiiation limit is generally the same as the detection limit because the maximum 
signal perrurbati()n often occu,s when ao object is located directly bctwt..:n a source and delector. Full 
charactetiz.ation of object optical properries,shape, ~i?.c, and ('t<)Sition i.s more difficuh than detection and 
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RGURE 21.19 Block .avtrage hemoglobin maps al the end of tht electrical stimu1al'ion period. Top pands: dcoxy
hemoglobin changes; bottom panels: oxyhcmog.lobm changes. Ltft panels: left wrist median nerve stimulation; tight 
panels: righl wrist median ocn~ st..imulation. 

localizatfon. for elC!mple, a fixed signal perturbation can be caused by a small, strongly absorbing object 
or a large, weakly absorbing object. The distinction betwe<n the large and small object must be derived 
from relative spatial differences in the pnturbation of the measured Ouence. 

These limits have been •~rensively explored"' for a transmission geometry applicable to breast imaging. 
In this work, a best~case scenario noise model as!t1..1mtd shot noise and small positional uncertainties 
ga,.., rise to a random noise on the order of 0.1 % of the signal intensity. Measurements were simulated 
in the transmission geometry with a single modulation frequency. With these assumptions about the 
noise. it was possibl< 10 detect 3-mm-diamclcr-absorbing objects that possessed a threefold greater 
absorption than the background. A similar analysis of the characterization limits indicated that simul
taneous determination of object diameter and absorption coefficient rl-quired I.hat object diameters were 
a minimum of 8 to 10 mm (for a 100% contrast}; sec Reference 254 for details. Another investigation,"' 
focusing on resolution (defined as the FWHM of the ftuence point-spread function caused by a locali,.ed 
perturbation.",-'") found that, if proper deconvolution of ,he measured data is performed, then reso
lutions of order 5 to 7 mm are possible with DOT. 

There are potentially many ways 10 overcome some of these barriers. and many researchers are 
exploring the following pos_sibilities, as well as other ideas. The brute force approach is to increase the 
number of measurements or decrease the measurement noise. This can be done, by increa~ing numbers: 
o( source-detector pairs, modubtion frequendes, or optical wavelengths. The use of many optical \otave
leng,hs is beneficial because relatively few significant chromophores are in tissue and their spectra are 
well known. The use of prior spatial information, for example, the assignment of particular tissue types 
to specific volume elements of the image, 1°'-""'·l!,1 enables one to reduce lhe number of unknowns ln the 
inverse problem and thus can effectively improve images. Optical techniques can also be combined with 
other imaging modalities (e.g., ultrasound119·"'·"' or MRJ'""'.,.1) to constrain the DOT problem. Sin
gular-value analysis of the tomographic weight matrix associated with specific data types. geometries, 
and optode arrangements ha; been developed recently'"' and should provide experimenters with quan
titative tools to optimize for the spatial sampling interval, field-of-view parameters, resolution trade-offs, 
and, ultimately, physiology. Finally, it is now pos.sib le to reduce the systematic errors associated with 
source-detector amplitudes by directly incorporating these unknowns into the image reconstruction 
problem. This is the subject of the last section of this chapter. 

21.5.2 Calibration of Source and Detector Amplitudes 
The modeling of the DOT forward problem requires accurate knowledge of source and detector ampli
tudes and Lheir positions. S)'Stematic errors in tht calibration of lhese parameccrs will resu1t in absorption 
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FIGURE 11.20 A three-dimensional absorptio,i image without (top row} and with (bt,ttom row} modeling the 
unknown source and detector amplitoc1C'5. The images span X and Y from -3 to 3 cm: z ... sliccs ,uc indioued from 
0.5 to 5.S cm. The absorbing ob;ect is observable m the image with modtlingof 1hc 80% source and detector variance; 

however. it.s contrast is obscurtd by the large ampHnidc ,·ariation near the boundanes. Mode.ling for the unknown 
variance provides an image with signi6c.intJy improvtd unage quality. 

and scattering image artifacts, e.g., image spikts near the positions of the sources and detectors. This 
type of artifact has been observed by a number of groups.,., Some scbcmes 10 minimi,,c these artifacts 
include median filt.ering''" and spatial regularization; the latter approach penalizes the reconstruction 
near sources and detectors with 3 weight lhat varies exponentia.Uy from the sample surfaces. •u.26J.2:M Tbe 
result is an imag¢ with suppressed variations near the sources and detectors, but with improv,"Ci image 
quality further from the boundaries. However, the scheme has the undesirable effect of biasing the 
reconstruction awuy from the boundaries of the medium. 

A recent and relatively simple solution to this problem models the uncertainties of source and detector 
amplitude and includes them in the inverse problem.'" Within the linear Rytov approximation, the 
unknown source and detector amplitudes can be solved simultaneously with the unknown optical 
properties of the medium. We briefly outline this procedure next, assuming for simplicity a sample with 
absorption he1erogeneities. but without sc,mering heterogeneities. 

Recall the linear approximation for calculating Auence pcr1urba11ons from spatial variation in the 
absorption and scattering coefficients, discussed in Section 21.2.5.2. The problem was written in the form 
(W]{xl = I bf where I W) represented the weigbt matrix, !xi represented the unknown optical properties, 
and [bl represented the difference between experiment and calculation (or the scattered ,eave). If we 

include the unknown source and detector amplitudes into the model, then the matrix equation can be 
reformulated as (ll)[~I = {bl where IBI = IW' S OJ and 

( 21.22) 

Herc !, and d, represent the amplitude of the ith source and detector, respectively, l\'V is the number of 
voxels, NS is the number of sources, and ND is the number of detectors. Scaling 1lli..., byµ. makes the 
clements dimensionless and of the same order as In, and In d. W' = µ# W is the rescalmg of the standard 
weight matrix. S and D are simple, well-defined matrices Wtth block diagonal form that have I or O 10 

the elements corresponding to particular sources and dcte<tors. 
Simulation results have dttmonstnitcd 1hal incorporation of the unknown soura and detector runpli

tudes into the inverse problem maimains image quality despite amplitude uncertainties greater than 50%. 
This is illustrated in Figure 21.20: a simulation of lr3nsmission through a 6·011 slab was considered with 
background optical properties ofµ; = 10 cm·1 andµ.., = 0.05 cm ·• and a 1.6-an diameter absorbing 
sphere withµ, = 0.15 cm· •, centered at (x,y,z) = ( 1,1,3) cm. Measurements were made with 16 sources 
and 16 detectors equally spaced from -3 to 3 cm, and continuous-wave me3surements were simulated. 
There was no additive measurement noise (i.e .. shot or detector decuonic noise) in thl' simulated data, 
only the multipliC3tlve mode] error associated with Lhe source and detector amplitudes. 
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COLOR FIGURE 18.6 Cross section of skin comparing 1he depth or penctra1ion m• 
curred for a s1andard lance1 IO ,hm of both the laser pcrforma1ion and laser p<lration 
appmaches. 
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COLOR FIGURE 21 .14 A dynamic MRI and contras1-cnhanced DOTimagc of a duc
rnl carcinoma. (Al A dynamic sagi11al MR image af1cr Gd contrast enhancement pass• 
ing through the ccn1er of 1he mahgnam lesion. (BJ The coronal DOT image. 
perpendicular to lhe plane of the MR I image in (A). bul in the \'0lume or intere,1 indi
cated in (A) by lhe da,hcd-line box. CC) The dynamic MR coronal image resliced from 
lhe ,ame volume of in1eres1 and same dimensions as (6). 




